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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
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Docket No. 09-0407 

 
 

Direct Testimony of Robert R. Stephens 
 
 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 1 

A Robert R. Stephens.  My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, 2 

Suite 140, Chesterfield, MO 63017. 3 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION?   4 

A I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and a principal with the firm of 5 

Brubaker & Associates, Inc. (“BAI”), energy, economic and regulatory consultants. 6 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 7 

A This information is included in Appendix A to my testimony.   8 

 

Q ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU APPEARING IN THIS PROCEEDING? 9 

A I am appearing on behalf of the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”).  The 10 

IIEC is an ad hoc group of industrial customers eligible to take power and energy or 11 

delivery service from Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”). 12 
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Q WHAT IS THE SUBJECT OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 13 

A In this testimony, I discuss certain aspects of ComEd’s Petition (“Petition”).  I also 14 

discuss whether a cost recovery rider is needed in this case, as well as the inequity of 15 

ComEd’s proposal for the recovery of the cost of its Chicago Area Smart Grid 16 

Initiative (“CASGrid”), in terms of the mismatch between cost incurrence and cost 17 

recovery.  In addition, I will present a modified cost recovery mechanism which better 18 

matches the cost recovery to the CASGrid program costs. 19 

  The fact that I do not address an issue should not be interpreted as tacit 20 

approval of any position taken by ComEd or any other party.   21 

 

Q PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 22 

A My recommendations and conclusions can be summarized as follows: 23 

1.  The Commission has established a Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative process, 24 
where interested stakeholders can discuss the nature and the potential 25 
capabilities of Smart Grid technologies, the potential benefits and costs, cost 26 
recovery issues, and other matters.     27 

 
2. ComEd’s proposal in this case is beyond what has been authorized by the 28 

Commission and is driven by the potential availability of up to $175 million of 29 
federal stimulus money. 30 

 
3. Given the timing of ComEd’s application and the level of oversubscription for the 31 

federal stimulus money, it is very possible that the Commission will know by early 32 
November whether ComEd could receive funding.  If ComEd is not the recipient of 33 
potential funding, then there is no need for the relief requested in this docket and 34 
the Commission should deny ComEd’s Petition.   35 

 
4. ComEd’s Rider AMP, as currently constituted (but subject to potential modification 36 

in Docket No. 09-0263), is unfair and unreasonable because it seeks to collect an 37 
excessive amount of costs from certain customer classes who have not caused 38 
the costs to be incurred.   39 

 
5. ComEd’s proposed cost recovery method should be modified in a manner similar 40 

to that which IIEC, among other parties, recommended in Docket No. 09-0263, 41 
related to AMI Pilot costs.  For this case, it should be modified to allocate the 42 
costs of ComEd’s proposed distribution automation programs in a manner that 43 
better reflects how such costs are likely to be allocated among customer classes 44 
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in a rate case.  Other than the different set of allocation factors which I provide for 45 
Distribution Automation costs, the rate design for Rider AMP should be similar to 46 
that which IIEC proposed in Docket No. 09-0263.  This approach should be 47 
feasible in application, as ComEd has demonstrated, in this docket, the necessary 48 
calculations to implement the approach proposed by IIEC in Docket No. 09-0263. 49 

 
 
 
ComEd’s Request 50 

Q PLEASE SUMMARIZE COMED’S PETITION IN THIS CASE. 51 

A ComEd requests that the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission” or “ICC”) 52 

approve the projects and costs associated with the CASGrid that are over and above 53 

the ComEd Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) Pilot addressed in Docket 54 

No. 09-0263.  ComEd indicates that investment in its CASGrid project constitutes an 55 

opportunity to obtain up to $175 million in federal stimulus funds under the American 56 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.  ComEd claims that Commission approval 57 

of its Petition is necessary in order for it to secure the federal stimulus funds.1 58 

  ComEd indicates that its CASGrid proposal includes the AMI technology and 59 

customer applications pilot (the “AMI Pilot”) now pending before the ICC in Docket 60 

No. 09-0263 and the additional Smart Grid work that is the subject of the Petition 61 

here.  The additional Smart Grid work consists of three major components.  The first 62 

component expands deployment of AMI meters within the test operating center 63 

(Maywood Operating Center) and in certain other large office buildings, and includes 64 

some AMI-compatible residential air conditioning cycling switches.  The second 65 

component expands deployment of AMI meters, residential in-home devices and 66 

dynamic pricing rates in two areas of the City of Chicago.  The third component 67 

expands significantly ComEd’s distribution automation and supporting data 68 

                                                 
1However, as I will discuss, an automatic cost recovery rider, which is part of ComEd’s 

proposal, is not required in the U.S. Department of Energy’s Funding Opportunity Announcement. 
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communications infrastructure (“Distribution Automation” or “DA”).  With the exception 69 

of the DA portion of the additional Smart Grid work, these additional program 70 

elements resemble the program components of the AMI Pilot. 71 

  ComEd’s Petition then goes on to provide additional details regarding the 72 

three major components described above and requests approval of certain 73 

ratemaking provisions including cost recovery of the additional CASGrid costs, via 74 

Rider AMP – Advanced Metering Program Adjustment.  Finally, ComEd seeks 75 

approval of its Petition by the Commission by December 31, 2009, claiming that its 76 

chances of securing federal stimulus money are reduced if the Commission’s decision 77 

is delayed beyond that point.  The general discussion of the availability of the federal 78 

stimulus money, and ComEd’s pursuit thereof, is contained in the direct testimony of 79 

ComEd witness Val R. Jensen, ComEd Ex. 1.0. 80 

 

Q IS COMED’S PETITION IN THIS CASE A DIRECT RESULT OF THE POTENTIAL 81 

AVAILABILITY OF FEDERAL STIMULUS MONEY TO COMED? 82 

A Yes, that appears to be the case.  In Docket No. 07-0566, the Commission approved 83 

a limited pilot program (up to 200,000 meters) for testing of the impact of advanced 84 

meters.  The Commission also established a Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative 85 

process, where interested stakeholders could discuss the nature and potential 86 

capabilities of “Smart Grid” technologies, the potential benefits and costs, cost 87 

recovery issues, and other matters.  ComEd has been an active participant in this 88 

collaborative process, more commonly known as the “Statewide Smart Grid 89 

Collaborative.”  ComEd’s Petition in this case is separate from the Commission’s 90 

collaborative process and appears to be driven by the opportunity for federal stimulus 91 

money. 92 
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The Commission’s Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative 93 

Q PLEASE PROVIDE SOME ADDITIONAL DETAILS RELATED TO THE 94 

STATEWIDE SMART GRID COLLABORATIVE PROCESS. 95 

A To begin, I will note that the Commission also authorized this process in Docket 96 

No. 07-0585 et al. (Cons.) involving the Ameren Illinois Utilities.  Below are excerpts 97 

from the Commission’s Order in Docket  No. 07-0566 that describes the process and 98 

timing.   99 

“The Commission recognizes that AMI deployment alone will not 100 
produce the benefits of a comprehensive digital smart grid.  101 
Furthermore, the Commission does not want – through an inadvertent 102 
sequencing of proposals, pilot projects, policy decisions and 103 
workshops – to unnecessarily delay implementation of the broader set 104 
of digital tools comprising the smart grid.  And yet, at the same time, 105 
the Commission believes that smart grid deployment should not be a 106 
matter of haste. 107 
 

* * * 108 
 

The potential benefits of a smart grid are such that smart grid and AMI 109 
topics should be pursued and considered by the Commission in a 110 
deliberate and thorough yet expedited manner. 111 
 

* * * 112 
 
While the AMI Workshop will be concluded in a relatively short period 113 
of time (six months), the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative shall be 114 
conducted within twenty-four months of October 1, 2008. 115 
 

* * * 116 
 
At the end of the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative, the Facilitator 117 
shall prepare a report (“Collaborative Report”).  The Collaborative 118 
Report is the product of the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative‘s work 119 
and shall include a proposed smart grid vision for Illinois, summarize 120 
the foundational policy issues discussed in the Collaborative, 121 
recommend a policy framework for achieving that vision and 122 
recommend steps toward implementation. 123 
 

* * * 124 
 
Following the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative, the Commission will 125 
open a smart grid proceeding (“Smart Grid Policy Docket”) to consider 126 
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the Collaborative Report provided by the Facilitator.  In this 127 
proceeding, the Commission may adopt the policy framework 128 
developed in the Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative in whole or in 129 
part, or modify said policy framework. 130 
 

* * * 131 
 
In summary, Rider SMP is adopted for the limited purpose of 132 
implementing Phase 0 of AMI deployment, following the six month AMI 133 
Workshops and Commission approval, as discussed above.  The 134 
results of Phase 0 will be analyzed by ComEd and brought to the 135 
Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative.  The Statewide Smart Grid 136 
Collaborative should begin to immediately consider smart grid policy 137 
issues in Illinois.  That collaborative process is to be followed by a 138 
Commission docket to adopt specific goals and policy framework 139 
related to the deployment of a smart grid in Illinois.  Thereafter, ComEd 140 
may file a plan for implementation and re-file its request for rider 141 
recovery of smart grid investments.”  (Order, Docket No. 07-0566, 142 
pp. 140-143, September 10, 2008) 143 

 
  In early November 2008, the Executive Director of the ICC Staff notified 144 

parties that a third-party facilitator for the collaborative effort had been selected.  The 145 

kickoff workshop of the group was held in February 2009, with other workshops 146 

following.  In August 2009, the facilitator notified stakeholders of the establishment of 147 

five different work groups to support the work of the overall collaborative, in each of 148 

the following major task areas. 149 

• Smart Grid Applications – Understand the range of potential smart grid 150 
investments, including sources of cost/benefit and mapping of 151 
costs/benefits to market participants.  152 

• Consumer Policy – Identify policy issues, barriers, and recommendations 153 
(e.g., rate design, consumer protection, customer choice, consumer 154 
education, access). 155 

• Technical Characteristics and Requirements – Define the technical 156 
characteristics/requirements for smart grid. 157 

• Cost-Benefit Framework – Develop a cost-benefit framework for 158 
evaluating smart grid investments. 159 

• Utility Smart Grid Filing Requirements – Define utility filing requirements 160 
for proposed smart grid investments. 161 
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  The schedule for work of the five workgroups calls for them to be conducted 162 

sequentially, with the first workgroup originally scheduled to finish its efforts by 163 

mid-September 2009,2 and the final workgroup wrapping up its efforts by May 2010.  164 

Presumably, once the workgroups have completed their tasks, the collaborative will 165 

issue its report to the Commission documenting its efforts and findings, along with 166 

associated recommendations.  It is reasonable to assume that such report will not be 167 

issued prior to the middle of 2010.  As I understand the process laid out by the 168 

Commission in the ComEd Rate Order, excerpted above, there will then be a “Smart 169 

Grid Policy Docket.”  After that, the utilities will then be free to make Smart Grid 170 

program and investment filings with the Commission.   171 

 

Q AT WHAT POINT WILL COMED KNOW WHETHER IT WILL BE AWARDED ANY 172 

STIMULUS FUNDING BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (“DOE”), THE 173 

DISTRIBUTOR OF THE FEDERAL FUNDS? 174 

A It could be very soon, although the precise date is not entirely clear.  According to the 175 

testimony of ComEd witness Jensen, DOE has received 431 applications for projects, 176 

requesting $12.6 billion in grant money and has less than $4 billion in matching funds 177 

available.  Consequently, the funding announcement is heavily oversubscribed.3  Mr. 178 

Jensen further indicates that DOE will review applications in three phases, with the 179 

first-phase applications due by August 6, 2009; the second-phase applications due by 180 

November 4, 2009; and the third-phase applications due by March 3, 2010.  181 

According to Mr. Jensen, DOE does not guarantee that any funds will be available 182 

                                                 
2IIEC has been an active participant in the Smart Grid Applications Work Group which, as of 

the date of filing of this testimony, has not yet completed its work.  It is unclear at this time if the 
original estimated timing for completion of the work of the five work groups will be achievable. 

3ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 10.  The Funding Opportunity Announcement of DOE estimates $3.4 billion 
in award money to be available (p. 12), somewhat less than Mr. Jensen’s estimate. 
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after the first round and that DOE anticipates making an announcement of the award 183 

winners within 90 days after the application due date.  Therefore, given that ComEd 184 

filed its application in August 2009, i.e., in the first round, and the nearly 300% 185 

oversubscription in the first round, it is reasonable to expect that ComEd and the 186 

Commission will know by early November whether or not ComEd could receive any 187 

federal funding. 188 

 

Q IS COMED’S PETITION IN THIS CASE CONDITIONED UPON COMED BEING 189 

AWARDED FEDERAL STIMULUS MONEY? 190 

A I have not seen any indication that it is.  While ComEd’s Petition seems to rely heavily 191 

on the availability of funds as ComEd’s justification for its sidetrack from the statewide 192 

collaborative process, it does not appear that ComEd’s request is dependent on the 193 

ultimate availability of federal stimulus money.  It appears that ComEd is seeking the 194 

approvals contained in its Petition, even if it receives no stimulus funding from DOE. 195 

 

Q WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND SHOULD HAPPEN IF COMED DOES NOT 196 

RECEIVE THE REQUESTED FEDERAL STIMULUS MONEY? 197 

A I recommend the Commission’s approval of any additional Smart Grid investments 198 

that may result from this case should be conditioned upon ComEd’s receipt of federal 199 

stimulus money.  Further, only those projects for which ComEd receives matching 200 

stimulus funding should be approved for recovery, in the event ComEd is awarded 201 

less than its full request for funding.  The Commission has set forth a deliberative 202 

process, the Statewide Collaborative, to examine the issues that need to be 203 

addressed before utilities make expanded investment in Smart Grid projects, and, 204 
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absent any federal funding, there is no reason to circumvent the Commission’s 205 

established process, and, in that event, ComEd’s Petition should be denied. 206 

 

ComEd’s Proposed Cost Recovery 207 

Q WHAT IS RIDER AMP? 208 

A Rider AMP is a cost recovery rider that ComEd implemented as a result of the 209 

Commission’s decision in Docket No. 07-0566, where the Commission allowed 210 

ComEd’s then-proposed Rider SMP for the limited purpose of implementing 211 

“Phase 0,” the smart meter installation pilot.  ComEd filed Rider AMP on January 6, 212 

2009, as authorized by the Commission, but the rider has had no impact on customer 213 

bills to date, as ComEd’s pilot program has not yet been approved and, thus, 214 

recoverable expenses have not yet been incurred.   215 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY THE COST RECOVERY ASPECT OF COMED’S 216 

CURRENT RIDER AMP. 217 

A As it currently stands,4 ComEd’s Rider AMP specifies what types of charges are 218 

permissible for rider recovery and provides a recovery mechanism, whereby 219 

customers would be required to pay for approved rider charges through a percentage 220 

adder on their bills.  This percentage adder is referred to as the “AMP%” which is an 221 

equal percentage for all customers, but can vary by quarter.  The AMP% charge is 222 

applied to the summed cost of customers’ primary delivery service rate charges, 223 

namely the customer charge, meter charge, distribution facilities charge and rental 224 

charge, and will appear as an add-on item on customers’ bills. 225 

                                                 
4Subject to modification in Docket No. 09-0263. 
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  In Docket No. 09-0263, parties had the opportunity to comment on the Rider 226 

AMP structure as it relates to cost recovery.  Several parties, including the IIEC and 227 

the Commission Staff, testified that ComEd’s proposed cost recovery method is 228 

deficient and proposed a modification to the cost recovery mechanism that would 229 

cause the collection of costs to more closely match the recovery approach that would 230 

normally be used in ComEd’s rate case.  Specifically, IIEC and Staff recommended 231 

the use of ComEd’s weighted meter allocation factors as the basis for cost recovery in 232 

the rider.  A copy of my Direct Testimony in that case is attached to this testimony as 233 

IIEC Exhibit 1.1. 234 

  The Administrative Law Judges’ Proposed Order in Docket No. 09-0263 235 

approved IIEC’s recommended changes to the Rider AMP cost recovery mechanism.  236 

However, as of the date of this testimony, the Commission has not yet ruled in that 237 

docket.5 238 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF COMED’S CURRENT COST RECOVERY 239 

PROPOSAL? 240 

A As indicated in my testimony in Docket No. 09-0263, ComEd’s current cost recovery 241 

proposal is unfair and unreasonable because it seeks to collect an excessive amount 242 

of costs from certain customer classes who will not receive a proportionate share of 243 

the meters or application costs and, thus, have not contributed to the cost of 244 

implementing the program or caused the costs to be incurred.  ComEd’s expanded 245 

request in this case would exacerbate this problem.  ComEd’s current request adds 246 

                                                 
5I recognize that the ALJs’ Proposed Order may not be adopted by the Commission, but refer 

to it here as background information on Rider AMP.  If the Commission does not adopt the Proposed 
Order, the inequitable treatment for cost recovery provides additional reason to oppose the recovery of 
CASGrid cost under the same method. 
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many more advanced meters than are at issue in the AMI Pilot and expands its 247 

pricing experiments.   248 

  Under the proposed form of Rider AMP, ComEd’s proposal matches neither 249 

cost incurrence nor is it commensurate with the benefits that ComEd claims will be 250 

derived from its proposed AMI Pilot or CASGrid.  I explained the mismatch in my 251 

testimony in the AMI Pilot case.  The CASGrid items, other than the DA-related ones, 252 

resemble the AMI Pilot investment and activities, and should be recovered in a 253 

manner consistent with IIEC’s recommendation in Docket No. 09-0263. 254 

 

Q DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO THE GENERAL PROPRIETY OF A RIDER 255 

MECHANISM FOR THE RECOVERY OF COMED’S AMI PILOT AND CASGRID 256 

PROGRAM COSTS? 257 

A I do not believe it is necessary or appropriate for ComEd to implement a rider to 258 

recover the relatively modest, predictable and controllable costs associated with 259 

these programs.  I provided a lengthy discussion about why rider mechanisms are 260 

inappropriate for this kind of cost recovery specifically and should be avoided 261 

generally in my direct and rebuttal testimonies in Docket No. 07-0566.  I generally 262 

disagree with rider recovery in all but the most extraordinary circumstances.  As I 263 

explained in my Direct Testimony in Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd’s Rider SMP, which 264 

became Rider AMP for the purposes of the AMP Pilot, suffered from the following 265 

problems: 266 

• It shifts risks from the utility to customers; 267 

• It constitutes a form of single issue ratemaking; 268 

• It distorts or compromises incentives to prudent utility operations; and 269 

• It introduces cross subsidies. 270 
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  However, I do acknowledge that the cost of up to 200,000 meters has already 271 

been approved.  As previously mentioned, in the Commission’s Order in Docket 272 

No. 07-0566, at page 143, the Commission approves Rider SMP for the limited 273 

purpose of implementing Phase 0 of AMI deployment. 274 

  If the Commission approves the continuation of rider recovery for the CASGrid 275 

program costs in this case, it should not be precedential for the recovery of full scale 276 

AMI deployment or recovery of Smart Grid investments beyond those necessary for 277 

the receipt of federal stimulus money, for the reasons I briefly outlined above.   278 

 

Q IS RIDER RECOVERY A NECESSARY PREREQUISITE FOR DOE GRANTING OF 279 

FEDERAL STIMULUS MONEY? 280 

A No.  ComEd witness Hemphill admits as much at page 14 of his testimony where he 281 

states as follows: 282 

“Moreover, while DOE did not require that an applicant receive 283 
regulatory approval prior to receiving an award, DOE did require 284 
applicants to specify (and provide documentation supporting) when 285 
and how necessary state regulatory approvals would be obtained and 286 
stated that “DOE may withhold some or all of the grant funds until 287 
regulatory approval is obtained.”6 288 

  However, Dr. Hemphill did not provide the full language from DOE’s Funding 289 

Opportunity Announcement, which states as follows: 290 

“Applicants that do not yet have regulatory approval are eligible for 291 
receiving an award.  Examples might include applications that require 292 
approvals for cost recovery or dynamic pricing tariffs.  However, DOE 293 
may withhold some or all of the grant funds until regulatory approval is 294 
obtained.”7 295 

  Therefore, it is not a prerequisite for the Commission to approve rider recovery 296 

in this case.  Rather, the applicant (ComEd) merely needs to provide the information 297 
                                                 

6ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 14. 
7Recovery Act Financial Assistance Funding Opportunity Announcement, U.S. DOE, June 5, 

2009, at 20 [Emphasis added]. 
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Dr. Hemphill mentions.  Given that automatic cost recovery riders for costs such as 298 

these are far from widespread in the United States,8 it is unlikely that DOE would 299 

specifically disqualify an applicant’s request simply for lack of such a rider.  While it 300 

may be true that ComEd’s opportunity for the federal stimulus money may be 301 

enhanced somewhat by the pre-approved cost recovery approach of an automatic 302 

rider, the value of this incremental enhancement is not knowable and may be 303 

minimal.  In any event, ComEd has not adequately demonstrated that such a 304 

potential enhancement justifies the Commission’s reversal of its prior decision in 305 

Docket No. 07-0566 that an automatic recovery mechanism should not be used for 306 

Smart Grid investments, other than the limited Phase 0 pilot installation of up to 307 

200,000 advanced meters. 308 

 

Q WHAT ADDITIONAL CASGRID COSTS OVER AND ABOVE THE DOCKET 309 

09-0263 AMI PILOT COSTS DOES COMED NOW PROPOSE BE RECOVERED 310 

UNDER RIDER AMP? 311 

A These are set forth in Exhibit 7.03 of the Direct Testimony of ComEd witness Martin 312 

G. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 7.0), and total about $204 million.  Rider AMP breaks these 313 

costs into four categories:  (1) AMP (Advanced Metering Program); (2) AMP 314 

Customer Applications; (3) “FSPs” (Federal Stimulus Projects); and (4) FSP 315 

Customer Applications.  The costs in the first, second and fourth categories  are of 316 

the same nature as those covered in the AMI Pilot case.  The third category, FSPs, is 317 

different and includes Distribution Automation expenditures the ComEd distribution 318 

                                                 
8Although Dr. Hemphill identifies eight states in ComEd Exhibit 2.2, this is far less than half of 

the 50 states.  In addition, some of those eight states use mechanisms considerably different from 
ComEd’s proposal in this case.  
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system.  The costs in this third category are, different in nature from the costs  in the 319 

AMI Pilot.     320 

 

Q        SHOULD THE CASGRID COSTS BE RECOVERED IN FROM CUSTOMERS USING 321 

BASICALLY THE SAME APPROACH YOU RECOMMENDED IN DOCKET 322 

NO. 09-0263? 323 

  A Yes.  With the exception of DA costs, as I explain below, I believe the costs here  are 324 

similar in nature to the costs that are the subject of Docket No. 09-0263 and, 325 

therefore, should be allocated and collected from customers in the same manner I 326 

recommended in Docket No. 09-0263 for essentially the same reasons, as I 327 

explained I my testimony in that case (as shown in IIEC Exhibit 1.1).  328 

     

Q IS THE ALLOCATION METHOD PROPOSED BY IIEC IN THE AMI PILOT CASE, 329 

DOCKET NO. 09-0263, AND WHICH IS INCLUDED IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE 330 

LAW JUDGES’ PROPOSED ORDER, FEASIBLE IN APPLICATION? 331 

A Yes.  This was demonstrated by ComEd a few days ago in response to Information 332 

Request ALJ 1.01, which is attached hereto, in part, as IIEC Exhibit 1.2.  In that 333 

request, the Administrative Law Judges directed ComEd to provide a verified set of 334 

schedules showing the charges that would be imposed, by rate classification, if the 335 

conclusions in the Administrative Law Judges’ Proposed Order in Docket 336 

No. 09-0263 was adopted.  ComEd was able to comply with that direction, and 337 

provided a number of calculation of charges for AMP Pilot and AMP Customer 338 

Applications charge amounts.  As shown on IIEC Exhibit 1.2, the calculations are 339 

relatively straightforward, using the weighted meter allocation factors for all classes 340 
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for some charges and a separate weighted meter allocation factor for those charges 341 

applicable only to the Residential class.9 342 

 

Recommended Cost Recovery 343 

Q WOULD THE SAME COST RECOVERY APPROACH AS RECOMMENDED BY 344 

IIEC IN DOCKET NO. 09-0263 AND DEMONSTRATED BY COMED, BE 345 

REASONABLE FOR RECOVERY OF THE CASGRID COSTS AT ISSUE IN THIS 346 

CASE? 347 

A Yes – the same approach could be used; however, it should be modified somewhat to 348 

take into account investments that likely would not be allocated on the same basis as 349 

meters in a rate case.  Specifically, the third major category of CASGrid costs, which 350 

are summarized in the Petition as “a significant expansion of distribution automation 351 

and the supporting data communication infrastructure,” and detailed in the testimony 352 

of ComEd witness Ronald E. Donovan, ComEd Exhibit 5.0, and others, likely would 353 

not be allocated in a rate case purely on a weighted meter basis. 354 

  Accordingly, I recommend a different set of allocation factors for the 355 

Distribution Automation costs.  Because the equipment described by Mr. Donovan 356 

affects many parts of the distribution system and is generally installed in distribution 357 

substations, a better allocator for these costs would be to allocate them in proportion 358 

to overall net distribution plant in a rate case.  For this purpose, I have provided, on 359 

                                                 
9Strictly speaking, ComEd’s methodology in its response to data request ALJ 1.01 differs 

slightly from IIEC’s proposal in Docket No. 09-0263, which developed a composite allocator, ComEd’s 
approach captures the intent of IIEC’s approach.  However, it appears to accomplish the same goal as 
IIEC intended in that case. 
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IIEC Exhibit 1.3, the class shares of net plant in service, as determined by ComEd, in 360 

Docket No. 07-0566 and also provided in Docket No. 08-0532.10 361 

  IIEC Exhibit 1.3 also provides, for convenience, the class weighted meter 362 

allocation factors for all classes and weighted meter allocation factors constrained to 363 

the Residential class from Docket No. 09-0263.  I propose that recovery of CASGrid 364 

costs under Rider AMP, along with the AMI Pilot costs (subject to approval by the 365 

Commission in Docket No. 09-0263) be allocated in accordance with these three sets 366 

of allocators.  To be more specific, and using the major component summaries shown 367 

at pages 2 and 3 of the ComEd Petition in this case, I recommend that Components 1 368 

and 2 which are related primarily to AMI meters, and residential energy usage 369 

projects and devices, be allocated according to the relevant weighted meter allocation 370 

factors and that the DA costs be allocated using the Net Plant allocation factors, all 371 

shown on IIEC Exhibit 1.3.  Otherwise, the recovery method would be the same. 372 

 

Q WILL USE OF AN ADDITIONAL SET OF ALLOCATION FACTORS UNDULY 373 

COMPLICATE THE RECOVERY CALCULATIONS? 374 

A No.  It would simply add two columns to the calculation ComEd performed and 375 

reported as shown in IIEC Exhibit 1.2.  These two columns would be inserted 376 

between the current columns F and G.  Appropriate column headings in the 377 

calculation would be “Net Plant Factor” (from IIEC Ex. 1.3) and “AMPDA Recovery 378 

Amount.”  Otherwise, the same calculation methods as shown in IIEC Exhibit 1.2 379 

(ALJ 1.01) should be used. 380 

 

                                                 
10Should the Commission utilize a different cost of service study as a result of Docket No. 

08-0532 or a subsequent ComEd case, it would be appropriate to update these factors accordingly. 
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Q WOULD YOUR RECOMMENDED APPROACH IN THIS CASE BE CONSISTENT 381 

WITH IIEC’S RECOMMENDED APPROACH IN DOCKET NO. 09-0263? 382 

A Yes, it would.  It would be virtually identical, but for the recognition of the different 383 

class of costs and the appropriate recovery thereof.  In addition, it would be 384 

consistent with the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s Energy Efficiency and Demand 385 

Response plan case, Docket No. 07-0540, where the Commission approved energy 386 

efficiency and demand response programs and the associated cost recovery rider for 387 

ComEd.  Despite ComEd’s original proposal to recover costs from all customer 388 

classes on an equal cents per kWh basis, the Commission ultimately recognized the 389 

fairness of recovering costs from classes on a basis commensurate with cost 390 

incurrence, and approved different cost recovery factors for classes in that case.  391 

 

Q DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 392 

A Yes, it does. 393 
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Qualifications of Robert R. Stephens 

 
Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 1 

A Robert R. Stephens. My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, Suite 140, 2 

Chesterfield, MO 63017. 3 

 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR OCCUPATION. 4 

A I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and a principal in the firm of 5 

Brubaker & Associates, Inc., energy, economic and regulatory consultants. 6 

 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 7 

A I graduated from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1984 with a Bachelor of 8 

Science degree in Engineering.  During college, I was employed by Central Illinois 9 

Public Service Company in the Gas Department.  Upon graduation, I accepted a 10 

position as a Mechanical Engineer at the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural 11 

Resources.  In the summer of 1986, I accepted a position as Energy Planner with City 12 

Water, Light and Power, a municipal electric and water utility in Springfield, Illinois.  13 

My duties centered on integrated resource planning and the design and 14 

administration of load management programs. 15 

  From July 1989 to June 1994, I was employed as a Senior Economic Analyst 16 

in the Planning and Operations Department of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce 17 

Commission.  In this position, I reviewed utility filings and prepared various reports 18 

and testimony for use by the Commission.  From June 1994 to August 1997, I worked 19 

directly with a Commissioner as an Executive Assistant.  In this role, I provided 20 
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technical and policy analyses on a broad spectrum of issues related to the electric, 21 

gas, telecommunications and water utility industries. 22 

In May 1996, I graduated from the University of Illinois at Springfield with a 23 

Master of Business Administration degree.   24 

  In August 1997, I joined Brubaker & Associates, Inc. as a Consultant.  Since 25 

that time, I have participated in the analysis of various utility rate and restructuring 26 

matters in several states and the evaluation of power supply proposals for clients.  I 27 

am currently a Principal in the firm. 28 

  The firm of Brubaker & Associates, Inc. provides consulting services in the 29 

field of energy procurement and public utility regulation to many clients, including 30 

large industrial and institutional customers, some utilities, and on occasion, state 31 

regulatory agencies.  More specifically, we provide analysis of energy procurement 32 

options based on consideration of prices and reliability as related to the needs of the 33 

client; prepare rate, feasibility, economic and cost of service studies relating to energy 34 

and utility services; prepare depreciation and feasibility studies relating to utility 35 

service; assist in contract negotiations for utility services; and provide technical 36 

support to legislative activities. 37 

In addition to our main office in St. Louis, the firm also has branch offices in 38 

Phoenix, Arizona and Corpus Christi, Texas. 39 
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